Towards automated quantitative vasculature understanding via ultra high-resolution imagery.
This chapter presents an approach to processing ultra high-resolution, large-size biomedical imaging data for the purposes of detecting and quantifying vasculature and microvasculature . Capturing early signs of any changes in vasculature may have significant values for early-diagnosis and treatment assessment due to the well understood observation that vascular changes precede cancerous growth and metastasis metastasis . With the advent of key enabling technologies for extremely high-resolution imaging, such as synchrotron radiation synchrotron radiation based computed tomography (CT) computed tomography , the required levels of detail have become accessible. However, these technologies also present challenges in data analysis. This chapter aims to offer some insights as to how these changes might be best dealt with. We argue that the necessary steps in quantitative understanding of vasculatures include targeted data enhancement enhancement , information reduction aimed at characterizing the linear structure of vessels vessels , and quantitatively describing the vessel hierarchy. We present results on cerebral and liver vasculatures of a mouse captured at the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF). These results were achieved with a processing pipeline comprising of our empirically selected component for each of the above steps. Towards the end, we discuss how alternative and additional components may be incorporated for improved speed and robustness.